Senacre Wood Primary Addition Policy

Addition
Concrete
Calculate one more
EYFS- to 20
Y1- to 100

Practical resources which pupils add one more to.
This should be a range of objects-

EYFS & Y1








Combine two parts to
make a whole

Natural objects
Straws (good for groups of ten with loom band)
Counters
Cubes
Food items
Bricks/tiles

It is important for pupils to experience objects
they can move before moving onto other objects.
Combine two groups to make a whole.
Ensure that a variety of resources are used for this.
This could link in with class theme.

Pictorial

Abstract

Use pictures and symbols and add one more.
+

Pupils able to recall one more with numbers to
100.

Number lines

Use pictures to add two numbers.
+
This can then progress to symbols (i.e. dots or
crosses) to represent the number.
+

4+3=?
?=3+4
Part part whole diagram with numbers and
writing number sentences.

Y1

Continue to use the Part part whole model.
Part part whole model to be used practically.

NB as a school we use the part bar model variety
of the part part whole diagram but other versions
will be used for variation.

NB at this stage the abstract part part whole
can be introduced. Although this is not the
main part part whole model used within the
school, it will be used for variation.
NB different orientations used for variation to
ensure fluency.
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Starting at the bigger
number and counting
on.

Start on the bigger number and then count on the
smaller number 1 by 1.
Bead Strings

Start at the larger number on the number line
and count on in ones (one jump) to find the
answer.

8+3= ?
3+8 = ?
? = 3 +8
Place the larger number in your head and count
on the smaller number to find your answer.

Links to be made with the part part whole model.

Ensure questions are phrased in a variety of
ways.
What is 3 more than 8?
What is the sum of 3 and 8?
What is the total of 8 and 3?

Cubes

Number lines

Numicon

Y1

Regrouping to make
10.

Regroup to make 10 using ten frames and
counters/cubes

NB this is essential for
supporting pupils with
early place value
knowledge and for column
addition.

A bar model will encourage the children to count
on.

Children to draw ten frame and counters/cubes
x
x
x
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x
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Using Numicon

TO + O
TO + Tens
No Regrouping
Y1-with numbers to 20

Use a range of resources where pupils are
encouraged to make groups of ten. Add the groups
of ten and then count on the ones.
NB this can include the use of base 10 equipment
but pupils should count out the ones and then
physically exchange for a ten rod.

Drawings to represent what they have done.

7+5=12
If I am 7, how many more do I need to make 10?
Children to develop an understanding of
equality.
7 + ? = 12
12 = 5 + ?
7+5=5+?
7+5=8+?

Part part whole models for column addition

NB ensure variation in part part whole model
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Children explore (practically i.e. counters/cubes)
ways of making numbers within 20.

Children to draw representations

? + 1 = 16
1 + ? = 16
16 – 1 = ?
1 = 16 - ?
NB known number facts will also draw on
subtraction knowledge. Pupils will need to
have a secure understanding of the part part
whole model.

Use place value chart and children to represent
the base 10- lines for tens and
dots/crosses/squares for ones

Part part whole models and formal written
method for column addition

Y1/Y2

Use known number
facts

TO + O
TO + Tens

Part part whole model to be used.
NB both varieties of the model can be used.
Use base 10 and place value chart

Y2

No Regrouping

NB ensure variation in part part whole model

TO + O

Use base 10 and place value chart

With Regrouping

Y2

Some base 10 clip
together
Bank system where
pupils physically
exchange ten ones
for a ten

Continue to use place value chart and lines and
dots/crosses to represent the base 10

Part part whole models and formal written
method

Pupils can circle when
they need to make an
exchange.
Exchange needs to be
represented
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TO + TO

Use base 10- Continue to develop understanding
of partitioning and place value.

Continue to use place value chart and lines and
dots/crosses to represent the base 10

Look for ways to make 10 using the ones
36 + 25 =
5 + 5 = 10
30 + 20 = 50
1 + 10 + 50 = 61

Y2

Formal Written method

NB this will also involve regrouping of the 1s as
pupils have already learnt this as a skill.

KS2

HTO + TO
and beyond…

Use of place value counters and a place value
chart

All skills previously taught need to continue to be
used.

Represent the counters in a place value chart,
circling when they make an exchange

Missing digit problems

Formal written method

Y3- HTO+HTO
Y4- 4 Digit
Y5- Larger than 4 digit
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Addition of Fractions
Add fractions with
the same
denominator
within one whole

Folding Paper
Lengths of paper/circles (where appropriate)
NB the lengths of paper need to be the same.

Drawn representations of practical stage.

Fraction number sentences

Bar models.

1/8 + 5/8 =

Take a paper circle. Fold your circle to split
it into 4 equal parts. Colour one part red
and two parts blue. What faction is
coloured?

Bar Models
Word problems

Y3

(Fractions circle can be used forhalves/quarters/eighths)

Numicon

Add fractions with
the same
denominator

Paper strips

Picture representations using multiple bars

Fraction Blocks

Number sentences
Bar Models

Y4

(beyond one
whole)

Number Lines

Numicon
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Add fractions with
the same
denominator and
denominators that
are multiples of
the same number
Add fractions with
different
denominators and
mixed numbers,
using the concept
of equivalent
fractions

Paper Strips- see pictorial representation
but get pupils to fold the strips practically.

Bar Models
E.g. 1/2 + 1/8

Number sentences

Y6

Y5
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